
 
 
 
 

 
 

Award Winning Independent Family Company 

Head Chef, the Puss in Boots in Offerton 

Pay – £22,500-£25,000 + up to £5,000 bonus + good tips and excellent benefits 

Hours – 45-48 a week covering peak trading times, no split shifts  

We are currently looking to recruit a head chef to lead our busy kitchen team at the Puss in Boots, Offerton. Having 
recently introduced some traditional pub classics as well as artisan pizzas the kitchen at the Puss in Boots leads the way 

with trialing new dishes and is currently serving approximately 1700 meals every week.   

With a recent refurbishment the Puss in Boots now benefits from more covers and is going form strength to strength.  
Enjoying a healthy regular’s trade, both drinkers and diners alike and the weekly quiz nights and monthly music nights are 

very popular indeed! 

We are now looking to recruit a proven head chef to join our experienced management team and kitchen brigade to lead 
the team into further success. The head chef we’re looking for will have experience in a high volume pub/restaurant with a 

passion for delivering exceptional wholesome British food to each and every guest. 

 

Some of the fantastic benefits of working with us;  

 Competitive hourly pay plus good bonus (currently achieved) and cash tips 

 Well-equipped and maintained kitchens 

 Decent hours, no split shifts with a sensible working week 

 Unrivalled support from the directors and office support team with realistic expectations 

 Extensive training 

 Free meals and selected drinks on duty and 50% off food when off duty at all pubs for up to four people 

 Expanding company with exceptional career progression opportunities 

 Annual celebration and awards ceremony 

 Generous In-house incentive schemes and Social Fund 

The Role…  

 The most important aspect – Recruiting repeat custom by wowing your guests with exceptional standards of food 
served by friendly chefs 

 Ensuring that we deliver wholesome, honest and fresh food to every diner 

 Present the carvery and extended menu items with passion and pride and expect the same from your brigade 

 Recruit, manage, develop and motivate your team  

 Satisfaction of all E.H.O. requirements relating to health and hygiene, safety at work, due diligent procedure, 
temperatures, stock rotation, storage and preparation of food. 

 Contribution to menu content; produce realistic, profitable, innovative and attractive dishes for the specials and 
menu 

 Correct and considered ordering and prep of all food stock to achieve high GP and accurate weekly stock taking  

 Manage labour costs  

  



The Vital Ingredients we’re looking for …  

 The 3 P’s - Personality, Passion, Professionalism   

 A real customer-driven natural peoples’ person 

 Excellent communication skills, communicating at all levels 

 A mentor and coach – supporting and encouraging team members  

 Senior chef experience in a busy Gastro style / carvery pub 

 A well-presented individual as your image reflects ours 

 Local - within 30mins commute (essential) 

 

 

If you would like to work for a company where the directors value your professional opinion, then Almond 
Family Pubs is the company for you so please apply by sending your CV to our general manager Nick at 
pussinboots@almond-pubs.co.uk or completing an online application form.   
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